
 

The translucency of color 

 

 

 
The three known basic properties of color are:

• The hue: red, yellow, blue, green etc.

• The brightness: light, dark (and the graduation between)

• The colorfulness: intensive, vivid
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The translucency of color – the decisive phenomenon
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Any paint can be translucent or opaque (covering the base completely), white as well as black. The 
degree of how much color is translucent or opaque depends not only on the quantity of color but 
also on the density of pigments and binders, as a result of the treatment of the pigments and other 
ingredients. Pale colors can be less translucent than bright ones if they reflect more light and do not 
allow underlying color to shine through the upper. Conversely, dark paints can be made and applied 
in such a way that they seem more translucent than bright colors. 
 
This is the subject of Vietinghoff’s specific interest to better understand the difference between the 
so called additive and the subtractive paint mixing. Additive refers to the mixing of paints to obtain 
a final paint before its application on the canvas; subtractive mixing means the final color on the 
canvas as a result of several translucent layers. The knowledge of translucency is crucial for the mul-
tilayer oil-resin painting; it is its characteristic artistic method. If translucency is not the aim, it would 
not make sense to use the multilayer technique. The combination and interaction of all layers, exclu-
sively on the canvas, result in a new color quality, which is unattainable by a paint mixed solely on 
the palette. The color finally produced in the beholder’s eye has a translucent quality. Thus, the 
overall impression of painting in the multilayer technique (for instance, in the work of Vermeer, 
Goya or C.D. Friedrich) is so fundamentally different than that of paintings “alla prima”, in the one-
layer or wet-on-wet technique (see Monet, van Gogh or Kokoschka). This obvious difference in the 
visual result is independent of any individual expression or stylistic trend of the respective period in 
art. 
 
The difference between a translucent and a non-translucent painting is comparable with the differ-
ence between an image on a slide and its paper copy, through which light is unable to shine. The 
final color, which is a result of various layers, is translucent because the light is not reflected on the 
first surface but penetrates the layers of paint and is reflected several times on different levels. 
According to Vietinghoff, each glaze alone is not translucent but more or less transparent with the 
resulting sum of all layers being a translucent color. Analyzing his definition, we recognize the 
problem that in German the term “translucency” is not common but replaced by “transparency” – a 
problem which in other languages such as English, French, Italian or Spanish does not exist. What 
Vietinghoff means by “transparency” is synonymous with “translucency”, the degree of saturation 
of light in the final color reaching the beholder’s eye, as a result of the multilayer painting. 
 
By using this technique there are several more or less transparent and rather liquid layers called 
glazes. Due to the varying degrees of light permeability of each layer, the light reflects gradually on 
various levels. The “deep light” is the light which penetrates all layers and reflects from the neutral 
(white, cream, grayish) base which usually is perceived only unconsciously. On the way back, the 
same light is reflected by the bottom side of the layers which it has already penetrated. The refrac-
tions create multiple unnoticeable interactions, some from layer to layer according to their properties 
and some others within a single layer as a phenomenon of multi-beam interference. These occur as 
light passes in both directions in varying degrees to create the final impression. A part of the light 
seems to be “imprisoned” between the layers, which improves the saturation of light (translucency). 
We see all colors because the light illuminates the pigments (emission of photons). Thus, by these 
innumerable refractions, the multilayer glaze technique provides an incredible variation and diversity 
of nuances. 
 
For example, the sky which is created with paint, based on additive mixing of several tube paints on 
the palette and applied in one layer more or less covering the canvas, is missing the quality of 
translucency and seems plain. It is possible to create the same sky with glazes in the multilayer tech-
nique with subtractive mixing directly on the canvas. Then, the final color is translucent and appears 
deeper; the light seems more natural and the entire presentation is more credible. This is for good 
reason. The blue color of the sky is translucent representing the atmosphere surrounding the Earth, 
which gives us an impression of the blue sky over the darkness of outer space. Thus, the atmosphere 
is similar to a glaze on a dark paint, creating a translucent blue color. 
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When representing natural phenomena and subjects, the multilayer painting offers clear advantages 
due to its close color construction of natural events and situations such as painting eyes, skin, hair, 
fabrics and ceramics, trees, flowers and fruits. In any natural object, there is something deeper, 
below the surface, shining through and the sum of the overlaying single colors yields a specific mul-
tidimensional impression. The eye of the beholder inherently recognizes the natural origins of the 
subject without the aid of any superficial details, but by a natural effect of light saturation provided 
by multilayer glazes. 
 
The subtractive paint mixing follows the scientific optical rules. The following factors influence the 
path of the light and the translucency of the final color. 
 
A The production of the paint 
 

1. The different density of the pigments, i.e. the ratio of the “powder” to the binder. 
 
2. Different binder formulas, such as varying quantities, different types of resin (from larch 

or cherry tree) or the addition of wax etc. 
 
B The application of the painting 

3. The thickness of the glaze: the permeability of light decreases in relation to an increased 
quantity of the applied paint. 

 
4. The sequence of the layers on the canvas. The translucent result of color is not the same 

when color A is shining through color B or vice versa. A + B is not equal to B + A. In 
mathematics the sum of 20 can be built by an addition of 1+2+4+6+7 or 4+6+7+3 or 
2+9+2+4+3 etc. but in painting each variation would create a different result. Such logic 
does not exist in “alla prima” painting (wet-on-wet) as a premixed paint – even if 
sophisticated – has a unified consistency and is applied as such; any differentiation of the 
color can only be obtained by the quantity of the paint. 

 
The effect of depth, warmness and luminosity is solely based on all this knowledge which is charac-
teristic of the work of the Old Masters and of Vietinghoff’s own paintings. 
 
“A semi-transparent white paint applied on a dry and isolated black layer appears bluish, a black glaze 
on a white layer appear brownish. A light orange glaze on black becomes green-grayish and a glaze of 
Prussian blue on white turns a greenish shade etc. The Dutch and Flemish painters, namely Rubens, van 
Goyen and Jan Bruegel the Elder, extensively used the light and dark glazes and thus – depending on 
the application of the same paint on a light or on a dark glaze – achieved warm and cold grey tones of a 
beauty of which they could never obtain with the additive paint mixing.” 
           (Egon von Vietinghoff, Handbook of Painting Technique) 
 
The more glazes the light hits, the more complex the interactions are. All factors contribute to vary 
the permeability of light. The human eye is such a differentiated organ that it perceives almost infi-
nite nuances depending on whether the paints are premixed and applied in one layer or applied in 
the multilayer technique with a translucent result. As if the eye would be able to see which figures 
make up the sum of 20 and in which order they were added, twenty is not simply equal to twenty; 
green-blue is not simply equal to green-blue. 
 
Thereby, the multilayer technique offers to enrich the graduation in the spectrum of colors enorm-
ously. If the aim should be a bold expression or – for any other reason – no importance should be 
attached to translucent shades, the use of the multilayer technique may be exaggerated. A visually 
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demanding art which advances to the core of its subjects, as Vietinghoff represents, cannot manage 
without it. If Vietinghoff had not used it, he would have reduced the possible spectrum dramatically, 
would have worked with much less plasticity and obtained only a fraction of the natural effect – 
similar to cooking without spices. 
 
In the second half of the 19th century, the painters set aside one of the most important achievements 
in European art, neglecting the multilayer glaze technique and shifting over to the “alla prima” one 
layer or wet-on-wet method. At first consciously and later out of ignorance, the tradition was 
forgotten. The manner of expression shifted to an alternative perspective. Through the revolution 
against rigidity and false emotionalism in the periods of Academism and Romanticism, the most 
valuable invention in European art was also thrown out. The break with the tradition cost a high 
price, too high according to Egon von Vietinghoff. 
  
The work of generations was sacrificed in the name of supposed progress rather than for a technical 
crisis of workmanship, only to be left unsatisfied again and soon seeking another new style. Due to 
the loss of craftsmanship, more technical problems were raised in transmitting the artist’s view to 
canvas. Several of these problems or lack of skill were transformed into new philosophies, world 
views and ideologies. Thus, the painter Henri Matisse made the simplistic statement: “The more it is 
flat, the more it is painting”. Instead of simply viewing a precious inheritance with a fresh perspective 
free from academic dust and formal restrictions, this cultural heritage was metaphorically put in the 
cellar until it was ultimately thrown away by later generations. These heirs grew up with Dadaism 
and by then the knowledge and skills of translucency had been lost. Memories of the traditional 
painting were not conducive to the image of Modernism. 
 
In Vietinghoff’s opinion, the reactionary movements to each prior trend and style were like a quick 
treatment to the symptoms of a long lasting illness. Consequently, he tackled the root of the prob-
lem by considering the origin: first, the tried and tested multilayer oil-resin painting with its unique 
possibilities, especially the dark glazes, and second, the spiritual background of artistic creation. He 
did this based on his own experiences and what he recognized in the masterworks of his models. 
 
The depth of colors in the multilayer painting mainly produces a plasticity and natural effect as a 
result of translucency rather than sophisticated use of perspective or masterly shading. Even a copy, 
correct in proportion and perspective, can illustrate three-dimensionality as clearly as a scientific 
drawing, but may look plain, not sensual or natural. However, another image with only a few 
perspectives and inconspicuous shadows finally may show more plasticity if the sensual impression 
is a result of the depth effect of the colors themselves. 
 
There is a perceived inherent plasticity of the object, if the colors are vivid and formed from the 
inside through the translucency of different layers. The light, which is reflected on various levels, fills 
the color and lets it breath so that it looks more corporeal without a thick application of the paint. 
The resulting depth effect appears more natural than obvious perspectives and emphasized hatch-
ings or shadows. Painting with multilayer, alternating bright and dark glazes produces an inner light 
which emanates from the color itself, vivid structures and natural rhythms. Other techniques need 
external characteristics and optic “tricks” in order to achieve perspective and three-dimensionality. 
 
The departure point of Egon von Vietinghoff’s method “School of Pure Vision” as presented (see 
this chapter) is the color oriented view which eliminates any formal and mental content, but works 
through immersion and a kind of meditation (a term which Vietinghoff never used himself). The 
“School of Pure Vision” is part of his spiritual concept of art whereas the multilayer glaze technique, 
which is based on translucency, is part of his concrete skills. Both combined facilitate the inner con-
struction, the spiritual vibration, the pulse of things. During his “meditation”, the painter who 
creates according to the spirit of “Transcendental Painting” as described by Vietinghoff, immerses 
himself into a world of pure color in which the subject has been dissolved into a kind of kaleidos-
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cope of colors. He visually penetrates the nature of the objects, excluding all other senses, advances 
to their core and characterizes the inner composition and dynamic. This way of creation does not 
allow any mental intention and brings only the phenomena of colors to the surface of the canvas. 
 
On the one hand, the translucency of the final color, which depends on the refraction of each single 
glaze, is a physical fact whose application shows exquisitely visual effects. On the other hand, trans-
lucency is suited to make the essential translucent (!) and therefore recognizable for the beholder. So, 
translucency plays a decisive role in the realization of visual experiences, on the level of skills and 
handicraft as well as on the spiritual level. Egon von Vietinghoff stood between the two poles of 
physics and metaphysics. Even unintentionally, he joined the mystics, for whom he always showed 
great interest.          (Look at the chapter: “Vietinghoff – the mystic and his contemporaries”) 
 
This kind of painting demands a perception which is simultaneously oriented on the inner and the 
outer essence of the subject by composing the subject with layers of paints from the “inside” (from 
the base up to the final surface). Just as an object would gradually be modeled from clay rather than 
applied on a canvas. This occurs in a contemplative way of working; in a larger sense, it may be a 
meditative act. The knowledge of the translucency of the color and its expert handling are the theo-
retical and technical prerequisites to be able to transmit his view (pure vision) to the beholder. The 
shape of the subject is solely the cause and after the “artistic procedure”, there is a transformed 
result. There is no interest in the formal appearance, the anecdotic content or a possible message. 
For this reason, Vietinghoff’s works and others’ created through the method of the “School of Pure 
Vision” in the spirit of “Transcendental Painting” are not illustrations. They have nothing to do with 
naturalism as Vietinghoff defined it, although the painting is representational. 
 
(Look at the chapters: “Similarity to nature contra Naturalism – the big misunderstanding” and “The 
Handbook of the Painting Technique”) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
For more downloads, please look at the website. 
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